Fourth Grade News
Week of Nov. 16th – Nov 20th, 2020
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Dates to Remember

Spelling Words
nor
sport
sort
forth
forty
haul
thought
record
because
caught

Vowel sounds: /oi/, /ou/

forgot
ought
daughter
taught
fought
brought
forest
port
bought
report

This is a testing week. Please plan
to make a safe-site appointment if
you are virtual. You will be taking
a math, spelling, vocabulary, and
reading test.
11/23-27 Thanksgiving Break, No
school
**Remember, safe site hours have been
extended. Contact your homeroom
teacher for more info.

Quote of the Week
Vocabulary words on the next page.

“Character is how you treat those
that can do nothing for you.”
-Nelson Mandela

Skills of the Week
Reading: Comparing prose, poems, and
dramas
Writing: Opinion Writing
Math: Equivalent and comparing fractions
Social Science: Earth’s Landforms

Virtual Student Reminders
Be on time for your live session
Have all your materials already with you
Be sitting at a table
Have your camera turned on
Mute your mic
Change your background setting

Reminders
-All assignments are due by 5:00 pm
-If you are having technology issues please call
the office to make an appointment at the safe
site. (hours have been extended)
-hen hybrid students are not at school, they
still have assignments on teams to complete
-Virtual students, be sure to arrive on time for
your live lessons.
-All students must have 90 minutes each week
in iready math and reading

Academic Words
fraction
numerator
denominator
equivalent
compare
common denominators

less than
greater than
prose
poem
drama
compare/contrast

We will be taking a short spelling and vocabulary quiz (on root words only) the
week of December 14-18. You will NOT need a safe-site appointment due to 9 weeks
testing.
Roots
pre-, fore
post

Meaning
before
after

